We propose the class of Normal Inverse Gaussian (NIG) distributions to approximate an unknown risk neutral density. The appeal of the NIG class of distributions is that it is characterized by the first four moments: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis. These are the moments we care about in many risk management applications. One strength of our approach is that we link the pricing of individual derivatives to the moments of the risk neutral distribution, which has an intuitive appeal in terms of how volatility, skewness and kurtosis of the risk neutral distribution can explain the behavior of derivative prices. We provide numerical and empirical evidence showing appealing features of our approach, notably its superior performance compared to the existing methods.
Introduction
In an arbitrage-free world the price of a derivative contract is the discounted expectation of the future payoff under a so-called risk neutral measure. Hence, the pricing formula has three key ingredients: the risk free rate, the contract specification -i.e. payoff function, and the data generating process of the underlying asset. This paper pertains to the latter, namely the specification of the risk neutral distribution (henceforth RND) of the future prices of an underlying asset.
Several approaches have been developed to characterize or estimate the risk neutral probability measure in literature. Broadly speaking they can be characterized as: (1) modelling the shape of the RND directly [See Rubinstein (1994) , Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996) , Melick and Thomas (1997) , Figlewski and Gao (1999) , among others], (2) differentiating the pricing function twice with respect to strike price to arrive at the RND of the underlying [see Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) , Aït-Sahalia and Lo (1998) , Longstaff (1995) , among others], or (3) specifying a parametric stochastic process driving the price of the underlying asset and the change of probability measure [see Bates (1991) , Bates (1996) , Chernov and Ghysels (2000) , among others]. These approaches range from purely nonparametric (e.g. Rubinstein (1994) , Aït-Sahalia and Lo (1998) ) to parametric (all papers cited above in (3)).
For a more recent comprehensive literature review, see e.g. Figlewski (2007) .
We suggest a flexible class of densities combined with data-driven moment estimators, i.e. option-based estimators for variance, skewness and kurtosis. Our approach has several advantages. Purely nonparametric techniques are flexible and robust, yet they typically are extremely data intensive as they try to capture the entire shape of an unknown density [See Aït-Sahalia and Lo (1998) , Pagan (1999) , Broadie, Detemple, Ghysels, and Torrès (2000) , Ghysels, Patilea, Renault, and Torrès (1997) ]. We only need good estimates of the variance, skewness and kurtosis -which can be obtained from options data as suggested by Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) . With the first four moments (the mean is determined by the risk free rate) available we propose a method to obtain directly the risk neutral probability measure. Our approach is most directly related to some existing approaches. One consists of modelling the shape of the risk neutral density directly via Gram-Charlier series expansions (henceforth GCSE). There are two types of Gram-Charlier series expansion discussed in literature: A-type GCSE, applied in the context of derivative pricing by Madan and Milne (1994) and C-type GCSE applied to option pricing by Rompolis and Tzavalis (2007) . Also related to GCSE is the Edgeworth expansion -applied to reconstruct risk neutral densities by Rubinstein (1998) .
We adopt an approach, suggested in a different context by Eriksson, Forsberg, and Ghysels (2004) , and use the class of Normal Inverse Gaussian (henceforth NIG) densities to approximate an unknown RND. The appeal of NIG distributions is that they are characterized by the first four moments: mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis. These are the moments we care about in many risk management applications -including derivative pricing. Hence, once the four moments are given, we can fill in the blanks with the NIG and obtain the entire distribution.
1
The use of the NIG family has several advantages over A-GCSE and C-GCSE. A-type Gram-Charlier expansion can result in negative probabilities with unsuitable -or as it is often called infeasible outside the domain of positive definiteness -combinations of skewness and kurtosis. Using recent empirical evidence from Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2007) we find that for most traded options in the US feature skewness and kurtosis outside the admissible region for A-GCSE. We show this translates into serious errors for pricing derivatives. The C-GCSE approximation -on the other hand -yields nonnegative probabilities, yet is very cumbersome in terms of computations. The NIG class is -in comparison -easy to compute and is a proper density. Moreover, the NIG family has the nice properties that it is flexible and the parameters can be solved in a closed form by means of cumulants of the distribution, which facilitates parameter estimation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we briefly review the NIG class of densities, and present the main results obtained by using a method of moments estimation approach. Section 3 describes the NIG approximation errors by comparing them with other approximation methods focusing on regions of unimodality and positive definiteness. Section 4 appraises via a calibration exercise the NIG density when used for pricing derivatives. We also provide an empirical illustration in section 5, while section 6 concludes the paper.
The NIG class of distributions: Properties and optionbased estimation
The Normal Inverse Gaussian (henceforth NIG) distribution is characterized via a normal inverse Gaussian mixing distribution. Formally stated, let Y be a random variable that follows an inverse Gaussian probability law (IG) discussed in Seshadri (1993) :
Furthermore, if X conditional on Y is normally distributed with mean µ + βY and variance Y , namely L(X|Y ) = N (µ + βY, Y ), then the unconditional density X is NIG:
The density function for the NIG family is defined as follows:
where x ∈ R, α > 0, δ > 0, µ ∈ R, 0 < |β| < α and K 1 (.) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind with index 1 (see Abramowitz (1974) ). The Gaussian distribution is obtained as a limiting case, namely when α → ∞.
The NIG class of densities has the following two properties, namely (1) a scaling property:
and (2) a closure under convolution property:
Another parameterization used in this paper is obtained by settingᾱ = δα andβ = δβ. This representation is a scale-invariant parameterization denoted as N IG(ᾱ,β, µ, δ) with density:
Moment estimators for the NIG class of densities
The method of moments estimation applied to the NIG class consists of constructing a nonlinear system of equations for the four parameters in the NIG distribution. In particular, one sets the first and second cumulant, the skewness and the excess kurtosis equal to their empirical counterparts.
The following two theorems, taken from Eriksson, Forsberg, and Ghysels (2004) , yield the expression for the parameters in the class of NIG probability distributions in terms of its mean, variance, skewness and excess kurtosis.
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that random variable X is N IG(ᾱ,β, µ, δ) distributed and its mean, variance, skewness and excess kurtosis are denoted as M, V, S and K, respectively. Then the parameters are related to the moments bȳ
where ρ = 3KS −2 − 4 > 1 and sgn(·) is the sign function.
Theorem 2.2 Given a NIG(α, β, µ, δ) distributed random variable. If its sample mean, sample variance, sample skewness and sample excess kurtosis areM,V,Ŝ andK respectively, and 3K > 5Ŝ 2 > 0, then the method of moments estimators for the parameters arê
(10)
Moments of Risk Neutral Distribution
Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) show that the risk neutral moments of τ −period return R t (τ ) = ln(S t+τ ) − ln(S t ) evaluated at time t can be written in terms of these payoffs. We use their methodology and a sample of out-of-the-money (OTM) calls and puts to estimate the higher moments of the risk neutral density function of log-price. Specifically, Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) show that the price of contracts at time t on variance V AR(t, τ ), skewness SKEW (t, τ ) and kurtosis KU RT (t, τ ) of R t (τ ) can be calculated as
where
, and µ(t, τ ) are given by
while C(t, τ ; K) and P (t, τ ; K) are the prices of European calls and puts written on the underlying stock with strike price K and expiration τ periods from time t. Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) call V (t, τ ) the price of the volatility contract on the underlying security, while W (t, τ ) and X(t, τ ) are the prices of the cubic contract and quartic contract respectively.
Thus, the risk neutral mean of ln(S t+τ ) conditional at time t is
while the conditional variance, skewness and kurtosis of ln(S t+τ ) under risk neutral measure are exactly V AR(t, τ ), SKEW (t, τ ) and KU RT (t, τ ). As equations (14), (15) and (16) show, the procedure involves using a weighted sum of (out-of-the-money) options across varying strike prices to construct the prices of payoffs related to the second, third and fourth moments of returns. These prices are then used to construct estimates of the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the risk neutral density function.
3 The NIG approximation and its relation to A-type
Gram-Charlier expansions
In this section we discuss the NIG approximation and how well it approximates a function of random variables compared to the A-type Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth expansions. We do this by considering the region for which A-type Gram-Charlier expansion produces positive definite distribution and compare this region with the similar region produced by the normal inverse Gaussian distribution, since it has been shown in Barton and Dennis (1952) that the region, in terms of skewness/kurtosis combinations, covered by positive definite of A-type
Gram-Charlier expansion is larger than the region of unimodality and also that of Edgeworth expansion. Hence, the A-type Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth expansions may easily lead to negative probabilities -a common problem encountered in practice.
Exhibit 1 has six panels, three pairs -with each pair representing data points superimposed on two regions. The data points are skewness and kurtosis daily estimates extracted from S & P 500 index options. These estimates are obtained by applying the formulas appearing in subsection 2.2, using the method of Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) . The details are discussed in Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2007) who use data on out of the money (OTM) puts and calls, with at least two OTM puts and two OTM calls to calculate the moments on daily basis. The time to maturity is kept roughly constant at one month 2 Similar computations are reported in Shenton (1951) , Barton and Dennis (1952) and Draper and Tierney (1972) .
It is clear from Exhibit 1 that Gram-Charlier expansion almost never works. Only perhaps one data point -one day that is -falls below the curve. All other data points, as we can see from the left plots fall far beyond the region. As we will be discussed later this will seriously affect option pricing, favoring the use of NIG density approximation.
Numerical Calibration
In this section we appraise via a calibration exercise the NIG density when used for pricing derivatives. The data generating process is the Heston model. We compare the risk neutral density estimation using the NIG distribution, Edgeworth and Gram-Charlier expansions with the true risk neutral density. 3 We find that the NIG approximation outperforms the Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions and achieves accuracy similar to the Ctype Gram-Charlier expansion. Then we give a toy example which illustrates the pricing of European calls and a butterfly trading strategy. We find that the NIG approximation is closer to the pricing under true risk neutral measure than Edgeworth expansion and A-type
Gram-Charlier expansion.
Density Approximations
We generate the stock price S t and its volatility V t using Heston model under risk-neutralized pricing probability (see Heston (1993) ):
where W conditional at time t with S t = s and V t = v is given by Heston (1993) as
with
In particular, when σ = 0, C(u; τ ) and D(u; τ ) become
The true conditional density function f t (x; τ ) can be derived from Φ t (u; τ ) through the inverse Fourier transform, ie
The European call prices are explicitly calculated using the formula from Heston (1993)
where P 1 , P 2 are respectively given in Appendix B.
To numerically evaluate the NIG performance , we use the same parameter settings as as Rompolis and Tzavalis (2007) who study Gram-Charlier approximations. Namely, we let r = 0.05, κ = 1.62, θ = 0.04, σ = 0.44 and ρ = −0.76. Starting from an arbitrary time t 0 , without loss of generality, we assume t 0 = 0 with S 0 = 1080 and V 0 = 0.026, we can generate a cross-section set of European call options with time to maturity τ = 0.21 (in year) and strike prices spanning the interval [820, 1260] at every 20 points. Further, the put prices are calculated using call-put parity.
Note that the estimation of mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis involves the evaluation of integrals (14), (15) (25) at ±100 and we also truncate the integration (27) at 100.
Exhibit 2 plots the true density curve and the curves generated by the NIG distribution, Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions, where one can see that the NIG density curve is very close to the true density curve especially at the two tails while Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions produce negative densities. We see that the NIG and true density are almost identical. In contrast, the other two approximations produce negative probabilities and feature humps that are not present in the true density. These phenomena are due to the fact that this realistic parameter setting for the Heston model is outside the feasible range for the Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions.
We also calibrate numerically the performance of various density estimations via the mean absolute error L 1 (f ) = |f (x)−f (x)|dx and the mean squared error however, compared to C-type Gram-Charlier expansion is that it is easy to implement and it requires very little computational work.
Derivative pricing
Given that one has estimated the risk neutral density, we can proceed and price derivatives.
We first consider the pricing of European call options through the true risk neutral density,
NIG approximation, Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions. In Exhibit 4 and
Exhibit 5, we plot the pricing of in-the-money (ITM), at-the-money (ATM) and out-of-themoney (OTM) call options with associated relative pricing errors which are defined as
where p is the price under the true risk neutral measure andp is the price using the approxi- Next, we look at the butterfly trading strategy with payoff function
In our numerical analysis, we take K such that log(K) = 6.60, 6.70, 6.80, 6.90 (< log(S 0 )) and a = 50. Panel B of Exhibit 3 reports the pricing using the true risk neutral density and the approximations where one could see that NIG pricing is closer to the true RND pricing than the other two approximations. The appeal of a butterfly strategy is that it singles out a particular area of the payoff space. Whenever the probability of that area is misspecified, we should expect serious mispricing. This is indeed what happens.
Exhibit 6 plots the pricing of butterfly strategy using various pricing tools and the relative pricing errors. Again one notes that the NIG approximation outperforms Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions. In comparison, the NIG density has mild pricing errors since its density approximation is more accurate.
Empirical illustration
The data used in this paper is the same as in Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2007) and similar to that used in Figlewski (2007) . Our data on option prices is provided (through Wharton Research Data Services) from Optionmetrics. We use S&P 500 index option price data for all out-of-the-money calls and puts. In estimating the moments, we use equal numbers of out-of-the-money (OTM) calls and puts for each stock for each day. Thus, if there are n OTM puts with closing prices available on day t we require n OTM call prices.
If there are N (> n) OTM call prices available on day t, we use the n OTM calls which have the most similar distance from stock to strike as the OTM puts for which we have data.
In the empirical illustration we average the daily moment estimates on a monthly basis, instead of plotting densities for specific days -since we do not really attempt to model the daily variation of the moments. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we introduce the Normal Inverse Gaussian family to approximate the risk neutral distribution. Computational results indicate that NIG approximation is more efficient than Gram-Charlier series expansions by providing smaller approximation errors in comparison with the A-type expansion and by being less computationally burdensome than the C-type Gram-Charlier expansion. There are various expansions possible, notably the use of NIG approximations to compute stochastic discount factors, as further discussed in Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2007) . It should also be noted that the NIG density is not the only one with a four parameter characterization. In future work we plan to explore alternative densities. In particular, the generalized hyperbolic distribution (GH) is a more general class of continuous probability distributions also defined as a normal variance-mean mixture where the mixing distribution is the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution.
A Edgeworth and Gram-Charlier series expansions
The central idea of Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions is to expand the riskneutral density around normal pdf using Hermite polynomials. Consider a random variable X with mean µ, standard deviation σ, skewness S and excess kurtosis K and let Z = X−µ σ , the true pdf f (x) of X can be expanded as
, H m (.) are the Hermite polynomials and E X,m is the series expansion coefficient defined as E X,m = E(H m (Z)). If truncate the infinite sum at some finite order, we will have the Edgeworth expansion and A-type Gram-Charlier expansion. In particular, in term of the Edgeworth expansion, the true pdf f (x) of X can be expressed as
If drop the last term within the bracket, it yields the A-type Gram-Charlier expansion.
Namely,
C-type Gram-Charlier expansion is an improvement on A-type Gram-Charlier expansion.
It relaxes the dependence on Gaussian density and produces positive estimate of density function. The C-type Gram-Charlier expansion implies that the true pdf of X is expanded as
where δ m is the m th order series coefficient of the C-type Gram-Charlier expansion (See Rompolis and Tzavalis (2005) and Rompolis and Tzavalis (2007) for more technical details).
B Call option pricing using Heston model
For European option defined on the asset prices generated from Heston model (19), Heston (1993) gave an explicit formula to calculate the call prices:
where for j = 1, 2,
and Φ (j)
with (i) when σ > 0,
(ii) when σ = 0,
and
Remark B.1 One could see that the characteristic function (20) is Φ
t (u; τ ) of (28).
Exhibit 1: Admissible regions for 1 month TTM S&P 500 index options
The figure shows the feasible region of NIG distribution and the region of positive definiteness for A-type Gram-Charlier in terms of the kurtosis and the squared skewness. The areas below the curves are admissible regions. The region of positive definiteness is obtained via the dialytic method of Sylvester(see, for instance Shenton (1951) , Barton and Dennis (1952) ). Superimposed are the kurtosis/squared skewness from 1 month time to maturity S&P 500 index options (daily data) for 1999 (top), 2000 (middle) and 2003 (lower).
Exhibit 2: Risk Neutral Density of Heston Model
The figure plots the true probability density curve of the log price ln(S τ +t0 ) (with τ = 0.21 in year) conditional at time t 0 = 0 together with its approximations by the NIG distribution, Edgeworth and A-type GramCharlier expansions. The stock price S t and its volatility V t are generated using Heston model (19) under risk-neutralized pricing probability, namely:
where W 1 t and W 2 t are two correlated Brownian motions with correlation coefficient ρ. In our numerical evaluation, we set up the parameters the same as Rompolis and Tzavalis (2007) , ie r = 0.05, κ = 1.62, θ = 0.04, σ = 0.44 and ρ = −0.76. Starting from time 0 with S 0 = 1080, V 0 = 0.026, we generate a cross-section set of European calls with time to maturity τ and strike prices spanning the interval [820, 1260] at every 20 points. The put prices are calculated using call-put parity. And the risk neutral moments are computed using the methodology of Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) . 
where f is the true density andf is its estimate. And they are derived based on Heston model (19). Panel B illustrates the pricing of Butterfly trading strategy with payoff function using the true risk neutral density, NIG law, Edgeworth and A-type Gram-Charlier expansions when K takes values from e 6.6 to e 6.9 . The underlying stock prices are generated using Heston model (19) with parameters given in section 4.1. The associated relative pricing errors are provided in Panel (b).
(i) Pricing (j) Relative Pricing Error Exhibit 7: Risk neutral densities for S&P 500 Index using SPX Option contracts and the NIG Approximation
The figure provides a time series plot of S&P 500 and the risk neutral densities approximated by the NIG law, using three month contracts in March 2000 and August 2003. We use daily option price data extracted from Optionmetrics through WRDS for all OTM calls and puts for all stocks from 1996-2005. Closing prices are constructed as midpoint averages of the closing bid and ask prices. We eliminate option prices below 50 cents. In estimating the moments, we use equal numbers of OTM calls and puts for each stock for each day. 1 The NIG family of distribution has recently also been suggested to price synthetic CDO contracts, see Kalemanova, Schmid, and Werner (2007) and further references therein.
2 The computations and plots were generated with Maple software.
3 Edgeworth expansions are a special case of Gram-Charlier and included here as well.
4 See Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2007) for further discussion and also Dennis and Mayhew (2002) who study the effect of discretization bias and show that its magnitude is typically not important.
5 The values with respect to C-type Gram-Charlier expansion are taken from Rompolis and Tzavalis (2007) 6 The next step is to model the dynamics ofα M M ,β M M ,μ M M andδ M M through time. We leave this as a topic for future research.
